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SUMMARY 
• ! 
Pressure-dj, stri bution measurem6nts were mad.e i n steady straight , and 
accelerated fli ght , over both .s1des of the ho;rizontal-taj.l surface of a 
typical pursuit airplane up 'to a Mach number of 0.79. The results showed 
that a 'sharpl y increasing down-load was required to balance the , increased 
diving moment of the wing--fuselage-propeller group at Mach numbers ' above 
about 0.70. There was li ttle change, up ' to a Mach number of 0.65, 'of the 
~ail-load gradient (rate of increase of tai l l oad for a unit ohange in 
accelel ation factor); beyond that Mach number, however, a rapid decrease 
of tail-load gradient to a Mach number of about 0.73 and then a very 
sharp increase up to a Mach ~umber of' 0. 785 was noted . The ' root bending 
~oments increased consi derabl y on the right tai l and, decreased, to a ' 
lessei extent, on the lef t tail at the hieher Mach numbers , resulting in 
increased fuselage torsional moments at high speeds. At the hi gher 
values of lift coefficient (0.5 to 0.8)) there w~s little change of the 
lateral distance to the center of pressure up to a Mach number of about 
0.73; at the highest spee d and at l ow lif t coeffi c j 'mt.s , · (~ to , O.l) t he", 
center' of pressurewe.s .inbcard : appr ox:i.mate 1y '~ f ee t on t he ': l eft Ll'lll and. 
1.5 feet on the right tail as comp{lred with the values at lower speeds. 
It appears that sat1sfac tor y quantitative data on total tail loads may 
be obtained from measurements at four stations, equally spaced along the 
entire tail span. 
A comparison of experimental results with the calculated 'horizontal-
tail loading, using modified current Army specifications, shoived that the 
calculate~ compre~sibj. li t y corrections were small and, except at the 
cri tical down-load. conditions,' could be neglected. Becauee the varia-
tions in the tai l-off moment coefficient at zero l i ft and in ~i rplane 
stability were not predicted accurately by modified current me~hods at 
the h i gher Mach numbers , the comput ed tail loads ; whi ch showed good 
agreement with the experimental loa ds at lower speeds , failed to predict 
the changes in actual loading at the higher Mach numbers. The calcu-
lated root bending moments were unconservative as compared with the 
experi mental values over most of the speed range except at the highest 
speeds where the actual center of pressure on the left and 
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right tail moved inboard of the· calculated value. The calculated asym-
metric loads and fuselage torsional moments were conservative as compared 
with the experimental values. The specified chordwise distribution of 
the balancing tail loads over the horizontal-tail surface was considera-
bly in error under certain conditions, because the actual section angle 
of attack (contrary to what was assumed) was not ' ~onstant across the 
tail span, and because the elevator angle was not taken lnto account in 
distributing the chordwise loads. . . 
INTRODUCTION 
Stru~tural failures of the horizontal-tail surfaces of high-speed 
military aircraft have occurred recently, raising the question of 
whetlier current. design re.quirements are adequate for predicting the max-
i.mum horizontal-;tail loads that are likely to be encountered 'in flight. 
To :provide .. d1:1.-ta as a basi,s for :possible revision of existing design 
requirements, p're ssUre -distribution measurements were made on .the · 
horizontal-tail surface of a r epresentative pursuit.type airplane during 
various types. of maneuvers in whi ch .it was thought critical loading con-
ditions on thp tai~ might ·be obtaine d. 
This r eport, the .first of several r eports on horizontal-tail loads 
in steady straight. and acceleratod flight, s:i.deslips, and abrupt maneu-
vers, covers the tail loads in steady straight and accel cra-t;.ed. flight 
over a range, of speeds, including those where compres.sibili·ty effec ts 
may become important. The. tail loadi,ng calcu1ated according to slightly 
modified, curr~nt design r eqUirements is compared with the e~perimental 
r esults, and 'an' attempt i s made to point out wher e ~nd why the. applica-
tion of these requirements results in failure of the deSigner to predict 
the actual' loads and their distribution over the horizontal- tail :;Iurfnce. 
. . " 
SYMBOLS 
The symbols used . in thi-s r eport . are as follows : 
bt horizontal-tai l span, feet 
Mr root bending moment (pOSitive when clockwise as seen from the r ear), 
foot-pounds 
c local tail chord, feet 
c wing mean aerodynamic chord, feet 
------------.-----~~---------- --------------------~ 
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, . , . ~ .. ':: . 
d. ,propeller d.iru:netf3r, feet .' 
D wing dra.g, pounds 
.' ,~ 
H free-stream total pressure 
hp : pre.es:ul'I':\ (11 ti tude:, . fee t , ; 
. ·tall lc!'~th '( dis t i...n.ce f ro. ai!,}?larlG c.C. to bne-'thitd in£lJcimum chor~} 
poi~~ of t~il), fee t 
M free-stream Mo,ch number 
pi tching moment (sta.llin·gmOlnent; is positive )', toot-pounds '" 
MT~ " . ·t ·orsiobAlmoment " ' on~ ·fusel'a.ge diu:; ' to hor:1: z:ontal·- tail ' loe.ding (posi- i 
. ': ·-··', . i :tive ' Ylhlim mOIne-nt isclodttvise as seen' frcbn{rear); pouhcl.-fee t 
Nt air load. on horizoritc.l tail (p681 tiv~ ' tThen· Idrid ' js 'acting \ipward), I 
pounds 
p free-stream static pressure 
Po standard atmospherlc pressure." at sea. l evel ' 
pre 8sure on lOiver surface' ~ iioi.uids per' sq,uare ~ foo·t · . "' .. 
-' 
Pu pressure on upper surface) pOtlIlds per square ~oot .. .. ' 
PRES r esultant pressure coeffiCient, [(Pl - Pti)jqJ 
q free -stream dynamic pressure, IJ01mds per square foot 
",: .~ '.: "':~ 1 : 1 • • • . '::.:~'. " •• : •. ~ . • ;.;- .• ~ 1. ' , ; •. : ._: : .,~ I' ; ;' :' ': ':J .> : : 
s horizontal-suTface area , square feet 
T prope,ller th~uf.l:t, :'-IlQunds. ' ,' .:-..... ,. ,': . , : , i" 0' • 
. ~ 
V true airspeed, mile s per hour ' 
Vi correct indicated airspeed, miles per hour 
W average a irplane Ive i ght durine; t est run, pounds 
.... '.' 
x horizontal distance from center of gravity to aerodynamic cente~ of 
wing (positive ",hen e. g . is aft of a.c. of wing), percent M.A.C. 
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Xl horizontal distance from center of gravity · to propeller plane 
(positive i"hen e.g. is aft of propeller plane), feet 
z vertical distance from center of gravity to aero~namic center 
of wing (positive when e.g. is below' a.c. of wing), percent 
M.A.C. . . 
Z I vertical di s tance from center of gravity to thrust lin0 (posi-
p 
AZ 
tive when c.g. is above thrust line), feet 
. filide 8li pangle (po8iti.ve when right wing :1.8 forward), degrees 
elevator angle (positive when trailing edse is down) , degrees 
from thrust axis 
air q.ensity1. slugs . ~er cubic fo.ot 
airplane .lift coefficient (WAz/qSw) 
. .',' . .: ' 
the ratio of the l1E3t aerodynami·c force along the airplane Z- axis 
(:positive whend~r~cted u:pw~r~) to the ~e~ght of t~le l1irplane 
CMr root bending-moment coefficient (~c/qStbt) 
wing drag coefficient (D/qSw) 
pitching-moment coefficient (M~/qSwC) 
fuselage pi tc.hiIlB-moment . coefficient 
(fuSelage :t:i tc~j.pg moment ) 
qS c 
. w ..... . 
., 
. ..' ~ 
, ' , 
CM... pi tching.,moment coefficient dne to' normal· 10rce on propeller' 
-ll~p 
( pi tching moment due to nO~l force 011 prop.el ler ) . 
qSwC 
. " .. 
: , .~ 
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C M'r torsional-moment coefficient (Mrr/qSt"t), (CM + CM ) r L r Il 
I (Nt/qS't~; C tail normal:.force coefficient 
Nt 
c section nOr1:113.1- f orce coefficient 
n 
( t!~j l_ Eer,;J:.io!: n0r:na~'::~rc-:: )" 
' \ qc 
Subscripts 
'a-t airpl ane minus tail 
' L lef t. 
R right 
0 zero lift 
t t Q,il 
w wing 
DESCRIPTIOn OF AIRPLANE 
The test airplane js a single-place , single-engine, interceptor-
pursui,t, low-wing mono:9lane driven by a tractor propeller and equJpped 
wi th a retractable tri s;ycle landing ge'a,T ~ Fie;ures 1 and 2 are photo-
graphs of the airplane as instrumented for the J.li.ght tests. , Figure 3 
is a three-v:i.eH dra:v.l,ng showing the General layout of the airplane. The 
specifications of the test airplane are as follows: 
5 
6 
Airplane, general 
Span . 
Length 
Re.fugbl 
Horizontal tail 
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34 .0 ft 
30.17 ft 
9.~7 ft 
Span 
Area 
Airfoil section 
. . . . . . . . . . . 13.0 ft 
. . . . . . . . . .. 40.99 sq ft 
NACA approx. 0010 to 0006 (fig. 4) 
Stabilizer setting (relative to the airplane longitudinal axis. 
Elevator area (including I~. 3 sq ft of overhang balance) . . 16.89 sq ft 
Nominal deflection 
iVing 
Airfoil sectlon, root . . . . . . . 
Airfoil section, tip . . . . . . . . 
Area, total, including ailerons and 
section projected through fuselage 
Angle of incidence at root (relative 
to airplal1e longItudinal axis) 
Geometric '\-mBhout 
Taper ratio 
Mean aerod,ynamic chord. 
Height 
Normal grosB 
As flown 
Center-of-gravity positions 
Hor1zontail. 
Most forward Uesign, gear up 
Normal gross weight, gear up 
As flown, gea.r up .... .. 
Vertical 
Most forward deSign, gear up 
Normal gross weight , gear up 
As flown, gear up (approx.) 
o 35 up, 
.. 
NACA 0015 
NACA 23009 
213.22 sq ft 
2 00 
• 0 
a:p:prox. 0.7 
1.97:1 
6.72 ft 
. . . . 7629 Ib 
7720 to 7340 lb 
0.232 M.A.C. 
0.285 M.A.C. 
0.303 M.A.C. 
0.106 M.A.C. 
0.077 M.A.C. 
0.067 M.A.C. 
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Engine 
Type Allison, V-1710-85 
Ratings, without ram: 
Manifold. Time 
bhp pressure rpI!l Altitude limit 
(in. Hg) (ft) (min) 
'l'ake-off 1200 51.5 3000 89a level 5 
Military 1125 44.5 3000 15,500 15 
Normal 1000 39.0 2600 14,000 N:me 
Engine-propeller speed. ratio . , . . 2.23:1 
Propeller 
Diameter 11.58 ft 
Type ' Three-blade hollow-steel selective automatic pitch 
Blad.e mod.el 
Maximum pitch limits 
Direction of rotation, 
. . . . . . . . . A-20-156-17 
. . . . . . . . . 280 to 630 
as seen by pilot Clockwise 
The horizontal tail of the test ' airplane was not a prod.uction type 
as extra ribs wore placed in the elevators to permit rigid. installation 
of the orifices at the desired stations, and doubler platee were" in-
stalled in the lower stabilizer surface to reinforce cutouts necessary 
f'o.r. the ,installation of the orifices. Figure 5 is a simplified P:lcto~ 
rial d.rawing showing the ' added reinforcing features in the horizontal 
tail of the test airplane. 
I NS'rnUMENTATION 
Standard NACA photographically recording instruments were used to 
measure J as a function of time J the i"ollowing variables: indioateq. air-
speed.; pressUl~ altitude; normal acceleration; engine manifold pressure; 
engine speed; angle of sideslip; rolling, yawing, and pitching veloc-
ities; elevator, aileron, and rudder positions and control forces; and 
resultant pressure distrtbution on the left and right horizontal-tail 
surfaces. 
A freely swiveling airspeed head was mounted on the end of a boom 
extend.ing approximately one chord length ahead of the leading edge of 
the right wing and located at a Bp~wise station about 7 feet inboard of 
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the wing tip. The recor1ing static head was calibrated for position er-
ror by comparing the al ti tule--recorder readings with the known. pressure 
alti tude as the airplane was flown past a reference height at several 
s peeds. The measured total pressure was assumed to be correct., As used 
in this report, indicated airspeed was computed from the formula by which 
standard airspeed meters are graduated. The formula, which gives true 
airspeed at standard sea-level conditions , may be '\-rritten as follow~: 
[ ( H--p ---+ 
" Po 
\ 0 .286 
1 ) 
A 6o-cell pressure recorder, located in the rear section of the fu-
selage bet,,,een the oil tank and the baggage compartment, was used to 
measure the resultant pressures over the horizontal tail at the locations 
listed in table I and shmm in ftgure 6. : In order to obtain accurate re-
sultant pressures (the algebraic difference of the pressures at the bottom 
and top surfaces), the ori fices were located, as nearly as structural · de-
tails peruUtted, one above the other on a line perpendicular to the chord 
plane of the tail p].ane. 
PRECISION 
ThA precision wi th ,\-Thich the various quanti ties were beli.eved to be 
measured in the tests is indicated i n the following table: 
I 
I Item 
! Normal accelerati on 
Elevator angle 
Sideslip angle 
Ai rspeed (to 200 mph) 
(above 200 mph) 
Alti tude 
Tail load (low speeds, unaccelerated flight) 
(high speeo., accelerated flight) 
Estimated precision 
±O .05g 
1 - . -
±22 percent 
±l~ percent 
±300 ft · 
. '. 
±50 lb 
±100 lb 
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, The pertinent' pressure-measuring {nBt~ntB were the airspeed. re-
corder, the altitude 'recorder, and the multiple-cell 'manom.eter. The 
err,o~s inherent in these pressure.:..measuring devices, and the possible 
sourcE?s 9f error in obtaining loads 'and moments from pres'i:iure":" " 
distribution measurements are ' disQussed fully in reference 1. Other 
possible sources of error considered were the pr~ssure-lag char~cteris­
tics of the tail lines and the pr9cedure of fairing pressures ,over the 
bulged elevator ass1..UIli.ng ,no change in section along the ta;i.l span. The 
pressure-lag characteristIcs of typical ho~i zontal,-tail.line,s were in-
vestigated> and it was found that the lag was negliGible for the rates 
of pressure change ellcount~red , in this inve'stigation. Figure 7 pres'ents 
photographs of the elevator-fabric 'bulgl;ng, ,of the test, airplane in 
,'f'light' 'at 'setreral values of ' indicated airspeed. No. attempt was made to 
corre?t the elevator loads for fabric bulging. 
FLIGHT PRCGRAM 
'Ioll'th the center of g ravi ty located at 30. 3 percent of ·'the mean aero-
dynamic chord, 13 successful test runs were made so that, at a pressu~e 
altitude of 15,000 feet , a Mach number range of 0.30 up to about 0.80 
, was cove,r~d. , In order to reach the required speed at the specif,ied 
, al ti tude in the b,lgher. Mach number tests (0.70 and above), it was neces-
. '. sary, to dive the airplane fr:om progressively higher altitudes, until 
finally in a dive approaching terminal velocity in which a Mach number 
of 0.79 was attained, i t was found necessary to start the dive from the 
airplane service ceiling of about 32,000 feet. Five dlves w~re made to 
Mach numbers of 0;70 and above; with the start1rig altitude ' for the~~" .. 
dives varying from approximately 24,000 feet to about 32,'OQO feet. Du-
plicate tests vere , me.de~ as nearly' as; possible, for both the power-on .'. 
and the power-off condi tiona .: The ' required test 'runS are listed in the 
,following ~able: ' ' . 
" : , " 
10 
_._---
I V. 
condi tion ~~h) Power 
170 
on (eI".gine . I 230 
~e~~!.~tle I ~§g Pm'Ter power of ful 
and 3 000 rpm) 410 
440 
1~70 
I 170 off . (engj.ne ~30 
I throttled, 290 1 ~ {7. 0 
POHer 
h p 
(ft) 
15,000 
15,000 ! 
I 15,000 
15,000 
15,000 
15,000 
15,000 
I 15,OCO I 
I 15,000 I 
I 1') ,000 
000 
fully I 
prope ler ~n hloh I '{~ 15, 
pi tch) . __ .~_-,l __ ~_.S_;_gg_g_--,-. 
111 
0.30 
.40 
.50 
.60 
.70 
.75 
.80 
0.30 
.40 
.50 
° 
.6 
.70 
.75 
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I 
I 
AZ 
. max 
Stall 
5 
5 
5 
0:; 
./ 
5 
5 
-
Stall 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
___ ..... 1 ____ ...;.......--' 
All these tests were performed by taking continuous records during 
a grad.ual pull'-Qut 1 while the other condi t i ona were held constant insofar 
as possible. The effects of pitching accelerations of the magnitude 
measured in these tests were small enough to warrant no further consid-
eration. 
Power-off tests were run with the engine fully throttled and the 
propeller in high-pitch setting . Power-on tests were run with an engine-
power setting of full throttle and 3000 rpm. Curves taken from 
reference 2 showing the variation of brake horsepower (as determined by 
reference to engine-power charts) with pressure altitude, and propeller-
blade angle and engine speed wi th true airspeed are shown in figures 8 
and 9 for these power settl ngs . 
RESULTS 
Inasmuch as the power-off tests were not carrj.ed to Mach numbers 
where major changes in tail loading due to compressibility were incurred, 
and since the results from these tests showed good agreement with the 
power·-on results at high speeds up to the limit of the power-off tests, 
the power-off curves are not presented or discussed in this report. The 
differences due to power at low speeds were in the expected direction. 
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Variation of Horizontal-Tail Loads with Mach Number 
Reduction of data.-- The resultant uressures for each orifice sta-
.. ) . 
tion were obtaine.d at selected time Foints during each test run and 
Flotted agai~qt tail chord to obtain the chordwise pressure distribution 
at each spanwise station. The unit span loads, obtained by mechanically 
inte(;rating the chordwise Fressure distributj.ons, were plotted against . 
tail span. From a consideration of the effect of fuselage wake on the 
dynamic pressure at the ' tail and the reduction in the tail chord . due to 
the elevator cut-out, it was decided to fair a constant load over the 
fuselage equal to two-thiro.s of the averaee loading .of the le'ft .and 
right most inboard stati'ons. Integrati on of the spanwise-load curveS · 
gave the left, right, and total tail loads in pounds per un~. t dynamic . 
pressure. For the time 'points at which the tail loads were obtaine<;, 
the ~orresponding values of airplane lift coefficient and Mach number 
were determined. In figure 10 are presented tYFical chordwise and 
spanwi se load o.istri butj ons . Since the original data were not redl.lced 
so that pressure distributions could be presented for even values of' 
Mach number and lift coefficient, plots most nearly approaching the . 
~elected values of lift 'coeffic"ient and Mach number are presented for. 
comparison. For these distributions, four lift coeffiCients, 0.1, 0.2, 
0.4, and 0.8, were selected, while the Mach number values chosen were 
0.30, 0.50, 0.65, 0.13, and 0.785. . 
·In order to .. deri ve certain related curves showing compressfqili ty 
effects on horizontal-tail loading, the basic data in coefficient .form 
as determined f!om figure 10 and from similar figures for other Mach 
numbers ' and. lift coefficients not shown in this report were platted :as 
a ~unction of airplane lift coefficient for several Mach number g~oups. 
, The se groups were di virled as follow8: 
. / ~ch -number group Average Mach number 
' . 
M = 0.20 to 0.40 0.30 
1M = .40 to .60 .50 
. ' 
M = .60 ·to .70 .65 
M= .70 to .75 .725 
M= .75 to .78 .765 
M = .78 to .79 .785 
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The above Mach number ranges were selected to provide enough aver- : 
age Mach number points to define sUbsequent derived curves. Figure 11 
presents the data for several of the . groups noted above to show the 
relati ve experiment al scat~er of the data. The method of least squares 
was used to ftt straight lines through these data since fairing through 
experimental data by eye tends to favor ·the end points. 
Pre~e_di s.tri?u~ions.-· ~varal points of interest may be noted 
in figure 10 . First, the spanwise · loading curves -show clearly how the 
down-l",ads on the tai l increased rap i dly at Mach numbers above about 
0.70 with the greater part of thi s incre.mental load be i ng carried by 
the right tal l. (See fi gs , 10(a) to Cd.).) Second, a change in chord.-
wi Se distribution at the hi ghest. Mach number (;f ig. 10(.d)) was char-
acterized· by greater negati·ve peak. pressures (espec i a l ly at the most 
inboard secti ons) , by t he peak pressure f,J exte~d.ing over a greater por-
tion of the stabili zer chord., and by a decrease in the up-loads on the 
elevator . There are a t least t hree factors whi ch may have contributed 
to these changes i n chord.wise pressure di stribu.tion: (1). shock waves 
may have formed. over a por tion of t h.e hori zontal-tail surface, since 
the highest t est Mach number (0 .79) was cons i derably higher than the 
h :i.ghest calculated. criti cal Mach number (f ig. 12 taken from reference 3); 
(2 ) an i ncrease i n u.p-€levator (whi ch . resulte.d in red.uc.ed up-loads on 
the elevat or as well as a decrease i n eff ective angle of attack of the 
tail) was needed . to trim the airplane at the hl gher Mach numbers; and 
(3) a change i n t he tai l . angle of .attack "[II~y have occurred at a constant 
value of lift coeffid ent at supercriti cal Mach numbers. This effect 
would result from a decrease . i n the wing l i ft-curve slope and a change 
in the wing span· load distribution (reference 2) with resulting changes 
i n downwash distributi on at the tail. An additional point of interest 
in connec U on wi th t he changed chordwise di stributions ·is that the 
negat ive pressure peaks at the inboard stations (AL and AR) did not 
flatten out as they did at the out~oard stati ons. Possible reasons for 
this are that a r eduction i n dyn~c pressure occur~ed at the inboard 
stations due to the fuselage boundary ·layer, arid the rate· of change of 
downwash wi th airplane angle of attack was di fferent at the inboard 
stations because' of the presence of the fuselage. 
Tail normal -force coeffic i ent. - By cro8s·-plotting the values of 
t a iJ normal-force coeffi oients· in fi-gure 11 against Mach number, figure 
13 was obtai ned. The variation of the tail normal·-force coefficients 
with Mach number in the low to intermediate speed range (M = 0.30 to 
about 0.65) can be a t tri buted mainly to the several effects of power. 
The curves presented i n f i gure 13 also show very clearly the sharp 
change toward negative t a i l loads beyond a Mach number of 0.10. This 
rapj.d i ncrease i n d.own tail loads beyond the criti cal wing Mach number 
(0.69 f or NACA 0015 secti on at CLw = 0 ) may be seen from reference 2 
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tb be the result of shock waves forming on the upper surface of th~ 
wing; the resulting decrease ln the ,negative pressure peaks over the 
forward portion of the wing and rearward movement of the center of 
~res8ure causes a sharp increase in the diving moment. 
~orizo~tal~tail loads.- The variation of horizontal-tail loads 
w'ith indicated airspeed was derived 'With acceleration factor as a pa-
~ameter by using the values of tail-load coefficient given in figure 13. 
Fj gure 14 shows this variation for acceleration factors of 0, 1, 2, 4, 
and 6 at a pressure altitude of 15,000 feet. Although the change in 
balancing tail load in steady unaccelerated flight at indicated air-
speeds fro~ 160 to 400 miles per hour was less than 400 pounds, the 
change at in'iicated airspeeds from 400 to 460 miles, per hour was over 
1000 pounds. , In a terminal velocity dive (Az = 0) with the airplane 
assumed. to be.' traveling at i t s l, j ,mi tins speed (475 miles per hour indi-
cated at criti cal a l titude) , extrap~lation of the curve in figure 14(a) 
indicates a down tail l oad of about 2500 pounds. Although this is not 
in excess of the down-load for whi ch tbe tail was designed (5290 Ib 
from the manufacturer's analysis), it i s considerably mpre than ~he de-
sign balancing tail load f or the test airplane (-1670 Ib). 
The curves presented in figures 14(0 ) and 14(c) show the portion 
o[ the total tai l load that the left 'and right tail carry. 
In ' order to i l l ustra te the effect of altitude on the ~nset of com-
, pressibi lity effects on tail loads, the values obtained in figure 13 
were used to de termine the variation of hori zont al -tail loads with pres-
sure altitude a t constant values of indicated airspeed in steady 
'unaccelerated flight (AZ = 1.0). The results are presented in figure 
15 . From figure 15(a), i t is apparent that, at an indicated airspeed of 
250 miles per hour, compreesibility has very little effect on tail loads 
over the enUre alti tude range of the test a i rplane. At indicated 
speeds of 350, 400 , apd 450 miles per hour, compressibility starts af-
fecting the tail loads at about 20,000, 15,000 and 10,000 feet, respec-
tively. The converging of the curves in figure 15(b) at a down-load of 
about 200 pounds at sea level is the result of the combined action of 
power (slipstream rot ation) and the normal change i n balancing tail load 
with indicated airspeed; compressibility effects would not enter the 
picture since the Mach number at 450 miles per hour indicated airspeed 
at sea level is only 0.59. The increase in down-loads at the medium to 
high pressure altitudes may again be seen to be greater for the right 
t~il than for the :left. (See figs. 15(0) and 15(c).) 
Horizontal-tail-ioad gradient.- By plotting the slopes of the 
normal-f~rce-coefficient curves in figure 11 as a function of Mach num-
ber, figure 16 was obtained. This figure presents the variation with 
Mach number of the rate of change of tail normal-force coefficient with 
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airplane lift coefficient. TheBe curves are similar in shape to curves 
of tail-load gradient (1efined 'as the change in ,tail load in pounds for 
a change in acceleration factor of 1.0) as a function of Mach number; 
therefore, in the follovTing discussion the 'term "tall-load gradient" 
will be used with reference to either parameter. it is to be , noted from 
figure 16 that the left tail-load gradient is higher than the right over 
the entire speed range. A possible ' reason for this difference at super-
critical Mach numbers is that the left wing encounters supersonic local 
speeds slightly before the right wing with the resulting unsymmetricai 
chan..ge of dOw'!lwash at the tail with airplane angle of attack. The dif-
ference in the left and r ight tail-load gradients at the lower Mach , 
numbers may be attributed to 90wer effects. The s~ll variation with 
speed of the total, left, and right tail-load gradients up to a Mach 
number of 0.65 was probably the ' result ' of a change in ,power effects with 
speed. Above a Mach number of 0 .. 65, a rapjd ,decrease in the total 'tail-
load gradient occurred until! a minimum value ,.as reached at a Mach 
number of about 0.73. 'l'b.e decrease indicates that theinstablli ty 
[ ( dC~/dCL ) a-t ] of the airplane with tail off decreased in this 
region, as the stabili zing moment slope of the tail in steady flight is 
~qual to the destabilizing moment slope of the rest of the airplane. At 
Mach numbers above 0.73, the tail-load gradient increased sharply with 
Mach' number .! indicat.!.ng rapi dly increasing tail~ff instability. 
The total tail-load gradient in pounds per unit acceleration factor 
is shown in figure 17. From this figure and from figure 14(a), the bal-
ancing tail load for a given Mach number at any acceleration factor can 
be determined 'oJ' the use of the following ' equation where each of the 
values corresponds to the particular Mach number being considered: 
Since the tests were not carried to the a irplane limit design load 
factors, the application of the above formula to obtain balancing loads 
at the design positive or negati ve load factors may i ndicate balancing 
load.s on the horizontal tail slightly di fferent from those that would 
actually be obtained. However , it is believed that, for the purpose of 
comparing the experimental with the calculated load~ng at maximum posi-
tive and negative load. factors (Discussion secti Jn), the error intro-
duced by the extrapolation i s small and the advantage,s gained by its ure 
outweigh any possible objec't i on. 
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Variation of Root Bendin8Moments and Fuselage Tors,ional 
Moments ~ith Mach Number 
Bending momen,t.- Because a trend: toward high asymmetric lQads on , .. 
the ' hori'z'ontaltail was noted at high' Mach numbers , an investigation '> 
was made 'into the possibility of critical bending moments on the ' tail ,· 
and high torsional moments at the rear fuselage sections. In orde,r ' ,t.o, , 
detemine whether the increased dO'WIl-loads on the tail at the higher ' 
Mach number's were accompan1ed by a redistri bution of these loads, the , 
left and right ' tail bending moments about the root chord were obtained, 
These moments were then reduced to coefficient form and plotted as a 
function of lift coefficient as in figure 11. , Cross-plotting the value~ ' 
of moment coefficient in these figures as a function of Mach number gave 
figure IS. 
An inspection of the curves in figure lS(a) shows that there was 
~i~tle variation in C~ as the Mach number increased, the most 
L 
noticeable change occurring as the Mach nUmber exceeded about 0.72 at 
the lower lift coefficients. (No doubt s ~Lmilar or perhaps more marked 
changes would have been noted at the ' higher 11ft coeff :.L cients, if they , 
had been obtained at correspondi ngly high Mach numbers.) In Hgure 
lS(b) the variation of ~1 in the lower Mach number range 
rR 
(M '" 0 '.30 to 0.60) was due mostly t o load changes resulting from the 
effects of power (slipstream rotation). At higher Mach numbers, the 
' bending-moment changes arose from' two effects: (1) the :increase' in the 
down~loads on the tail at a constant lift coefficient, and (2) a re~is~ 
trl bu ti on of the se' loads. In order to de tennine the change in 'the ' , 
lateral distance to the center of pressure that occurred with 'Mach' num-
ber~ the 'values in figures 18(a) and (b) and l3(c) and (b) were used, 
Fig1)re 19 shows , the vari ation of the lateral distance to the center of' 
pressure on the right and left tail wj_ th Mach number for alrplan~ 'lift 
coeffic;ients of 0.50 and 0_80. The curves for ' the lower'valu6s' of lift 
coefficient were not included because they were too inconsistent ,due to 
both the small tail loads : and the small bending moments. However, 
several of the highest Mach number poi nts were included at the lower 
values of 'lift coeffici ent for both the left 'and right tail 'because the 
' down-loads wer,e suffiCiently large to enable , dependable v.alues of cen~er 
of pressure to be determined. In general, ' it can be concluded frem 
fi'sure '19 that there was little movement of 'the center of ' pressure on , 
the ' r ight and left tail ',up to a Macl:). number of 0:73. At .. the h'ighest ,: 
test Mach number, hO"tTever , the ' center: of ~resBure was inboard about J -
' feet on the left tai], and approximately 12' feet',' o~ the ,r1ght" tail as , ,: 
compared with the values at lower speeds and higher iift ' coeffici'e'nts. 
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Fuselag~ to~sional moment.- The variation, with Mach number o~ the 
fuselage torsional-moment coefficient is presented in figure lH(~). The 
convergence of the curves at a Mach number ·of 0.30 for the different 
lift~oefficient paramete.rs, at a torsional-moment coefficient of about 
0.020, is of interest. This ·fact indicates that the fuselage torsional 
moment at ·low speeds wa·s proportional principally to propel.;ler-torque 
coeffJ.cient. The · general trend for the torsional moments to. increase 
beu'ond a Mach number of about 0.65 is also of interest, and "follows, of 
course, from the fact previously noted ,that the right side of the· tail 
carried a gr~ater part of the increased down-load at super9ritical 
speeds. Figure 20 presents curves· of left and. right bending moments 
and torsional moments as a function of Mach number at an aj.rplane lift 
coefficient of. 0.10 to show the actual magnitude .of the moment changes 
in foot-pounds. 
Variation of Section· Loads with Mach Number 
. Of paramount interest is the possibility that qualitative and· per-
haps quantitative :. i nformation re.gardiDf, the effect of ~ompressibili ty 
on total horizontal-tail loads may be obtained from pressure-distribution 
meas~ements at several caref ully selected spanwise stations instead of 
from complete measurements.·.on the entire horizontal-tail surface. In 
order to· show whether this possibility exi sts, the values ·of section 
normal-force .moduli (section normal force divided by free-stream dynamic 
pressure) at four span1flse stations were obtained from figure 11 and, 
after conversion to coeffic l ent form; plotted as a function of total 
tail normal-force coefficient. The results are presented in figure 21. 
Also .shown in figure 21· is a comparison of the. total normal-force 
co~ffiGient with the· individual section normal-force coefficients at 
~ero lift over the test ·Mach number range. The importan~ observations 
to be ~de from this figure· are first, that except for station C on 
the left ta~l, the section coefficients at zero lift and high Mach num-
bers vllried in substantiallY: the · ·same manner ' Wi:t!l Mach number as did 
the total taii-load. coefficient. At : the lower .speeds, pOi.,er effects 
resulte.d in large discrepancies, particularly for the outboard sec-
t~ ons. Second, the apprOXimate parallelism of· t~e . ·c"lJ.rVes of . en as a 
·· ··function of C indicates. tha:t ., except for · station C on the left 
'. ;~ Nt 
tail, the secti?n load gradients changed .in about· ~~e same manner with 
Mach number as did the total tail-load gradient. Another poin~ · to be 
noted in figure 21 is . that the · inboard- :ae:ctions· carried more of the· in-
creased load on the tail than ·did: the outboard, ~ections as the lift 
· coeffic1ent was increased at ·high ·Mach numbers. Figure 15(1) of ref-
erence 2 s~ows that ·there was a ·marked ·decrease . in lift .at the wing 
stations adjacent to the fuselage ·at a M.a.ch number o:C·O. 78 and a lift 
coefficient of 0.20. Consequently, a decrease in the rate of change of 
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downwaeh with lift coefficient directly behind this part of the wing re-
sulted in lar8er load gradients for the inboard "tail sections. 
In .order' to determine whether quantitative information regarding 
the effects of compressibility on total' tail loads can be ob'tained from 
measurements at only four stat1ons, 'the' av.erage of· the values of normal-
force coeffic:i.ent measured at these 'stations was plotted 8.S ,8. function 
of total tail nOLmal-force coefficient at several values of , Ma~h number. 
Also determined vTaS the variation wi th Mach number of the average ' value 
of normal-force coeffic,i~nt at zero Eft for the four stations. The 
results Pte13ented in 'fi!iure 22 show that the average of the secti on 
characteri~tics is in 'excellent agreement with' the total tail charac-
teristics ~ver the 'Mach number ra.'18e. ' .. 
DISCUSSION, 
Tail Loads 
The following ' d,ts~uss ion lS devoted maj,nl;:,r to 8howi~ ;hether ,cU::r<-
rent design, specifications are conservative in predictill0 , ~h~ , magnitude 
and distribution of balancing loads on the hori zontal-tail sUrface at 
.high , speeds. This maj' be best accomplished by first disCUSSin8 the ' , 
significance of the experi mental balancing tai l loads ob'tai'ned over ' the 
speed range of the test a i rplane at its ma>:j,mum poei tive, zero, an~ , 
maximum ne;gative load factors) and then comparing' these ex:peri'ment~l ',' 
load'S calculated according to the methods set forth in current Aimy de-
slgn '. specificati ons. (In order to permi t. a comparison 'of computed' wfth 
experimental loading, it was necessary to ,'W~iye the requirement ' In the 
ArTll'J sp~cifications which sb~ted that h :"gh~peed-tunnel da'ta sh1'ill be ' 
used for airplanes operating at high Mach numbers.) The caiculateci . : 
loads were first determined assuming 'no compressibility effe cts; then 
co~ressib11ity corrections were made to the wing dTag and t~ ' the ~nB 
pi t ,ching moment a~ zero 1:Lft to accoUnt for the , eff'ect ,9f ,their ,change 
on the calculated balancing tail loads at high speeds. ',A q,etailed ac-
count of the methods used to ca'lculate, ,balancing ,tail l,6~Cll:! , assUining ,.': 
both incompressible and compressible flow is given in tne 'appendix. The 
method of determining the expe'rilllental balancing t .... ;i.l lo~d~ at any speed 
and acceleration fattor has already been discussed ,under Reiiuits. 
Figure ~3 presen~s ' the variation of caicu'lt;;.'ted and ~xperimental 
tail loads with j,ndicated a i rspeed at the limit poslti ve} zero, and 
limit negative load factors. lbere are several interesting obserVa~ ' 
tions to be made from thi s figure; one ' 1~ that there are two points at 
which either maximum up-loads are obtained or a trend, towa~d 'critical 
up-loads is apparent. The maximum up-load is obtaj,ned at about the 
L 
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miniIDlUD. speed at which the design posi ti v,e load factor of the airplane 
can be attained, and a trend toward cri tiQ.al .up-:-loads .is obtained at 
the maximum. test speed. of the airplane. Although the maximum. positive 
load.s so obtai ned. are consid.erably below the design critical load on 
the tail (5290 lb), it mus;t be remembered. that. t.he ~omentary up-loads 
introduced by deflecting the' elevators. downward. to pitcb tpe ! a~rplane 
out of a dive pull-out, or to . prevent . the · posii::.iv.e load factor of the 
airplane being exceeded, must .be added to the ·. balancing . tail· loads. This 
point should be , emphasl,ze.cl, beGause.: it is · e~tirely ·possi~le ;to visualize 
a case where, as the speed changes during . a .high Mach num~er dive pull-
out, the compressibility ·. effects on the wing ·.pitching mome~t :.and on the 
airplane stabil1ty would result in ·an .abrup·t increment .9f. stalling mo-
ment which would have to be countered . quickly. by deflecting the . ele.va-
tors downward to pre'tent the wings being overloaded. ' .., 
In addition to the maneuvering 'loads that are introduced by abrupt 
deflections of the elevator, there is the possibility of excessive loads 
being encountered in a hieh-apeed, . high-g stall. Two i mportant contri-
butions to critical up-tail loads during a high-speed stall are first, 
the momenta.~ loads immediately following the stall may be increased 
about , 100 ·,perc.ant over tlw load Just before the s t all because of the 
abrupt 'decre'ase in downv1ash f ,rom the stalledy-l ngand second, .. tll~ ;q.up-
tuatin,;: ·d.o'Wl1'Wash 'from the stalled wings. cou.!>le~ with the inc:reased , ... , 
energy in the -hi ·gher·-speed .air stream. might result in dynamic s:tresses 
which could lead to tail failure e'l(-en ·though .an airplane remained Wi,thin 
the · boundary pres'cribed by its speed-strength diagram. The pos.s~b :i-:j.,i. :ty 
of . stalling .inadvertently at h5,gh .speeds is. increased. .by .theract::that, 
.. ·forconventional. airfoils, the value of :maxim).llIl lift coefficient .de-, . 
. o):'eases rapidly with increasing Mach number. ' (See refe~ence 4, .) I:t:·, 
f'or a Bl:ven airplane, an .unuBually . r/3.pi d d.~creaBe ,doe s occur, :· it . ~o:~d 
he advisable . to have the normal. high-~pe·~d l1igh-g- palancing . tai,l load 
less ·than· half" the design u:;r-load becau'8e of the :possi,bili ty of , over~ 
loading the hori zontal tai'l duri:DG ,: a high-?Pliled · stall . . 
,Another 'interesting ·observation .. :to be ' ~de ,in f;Lgure. ,23 is i:,hat the 
,ma:ximum ,balanciUG dmm--loads , i"illoGc~at , the :airpla~e , ma.x;imum ,test 
sp,eed and at ·the ,deSiGn ne,gativ~ ·lQ~d. factor , ',: " 
I .. ' • .' • • • : 
'A compari-son of the ·.,calcula:bep, ,y1), th thee.xper:imenta:j. ~oads . (fig-, 23) 
shows that, 'at ze,ro ·· load :Eac.tor.,. th,e 'compute.(i J.oads are ·.in ·;excellent agree-
ment ,'nth the exper i mental up to an indicated airspeed of about 420 mile s 
per 'hour -(-0;'721".lach number)~ ':At progressively , higher speeds, the actual 
dmm..:..loads ,increase .'much: .more. rapidly ,than ,the ,\'::aJ-p~.lated" until at the 
highest :test speed,the. c.omputed· loads (corrected fo;r ' compressibi:j.i t y ) 
under-estimate thea.otual loads b,y\', over 700 pounds. I Curves are pr~se:nted. 
in·:figure . 24 shovring t he ' calculated and the . experi mental variatiqn of 
. ~.~. 
, " 
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(C~:Po ) a-t with Mach number. The change in the experimental value 
of ( C~~ , ') ' " up to a Mach number of 0.72 is the result of the 
" -':Po I ,a-t ' 
thrust moment decreasing as t~e Mach number is increased above 0.3. Be-
yond a Mach number of 0.72" the effects of compressibiHty are predom-
inant and are manifested by a sharp increase i n the negative value of 
( CM ) • A comparison of the calculated curve (corrected for , Po a-t , 
compressibility), with the experimental curve sh~ws good agreement up 
to a 'Mach number of 0.75 . At higher Mach num'qers , hav.rever, the computed 
V~lu~s of ',( , C~ ') , ' become i ncreaSingly unconservative. It should 
" . 0 / a-t 
be noted at this point that, although the compressibility 1ncrement to' 
the balancing down-load at high speeds may not be critical' for airplanes 
hav j ng wings w1th little or no camber (such as the test airplane), it 
may be very cr:Ltical for airplanes having wings with high negative 
moment coefficients at zero lift and low speed, since the adverse ef-
fects of ' compressibili ty would :l. ncrease t he ini tially large dmll,1.-1oads 
necessary to balance the a i rplane at high speeds (and zero lift). 
At low and medi um speeds the computed loads corresponding to maxi-
mum positi ve (7.33) and maximum negative (-3.0) load factors were about 
10 percent ' lower than the actual loads. Since computed values of 
( C~~ ) agree well wi th experimental values , thi s , di screpancy ~-P\,J a-t 
must be due to the fact that the calculated destabilizing moments of the 
wing, the fuselage, and the propeller are too low. The discrepancy co~­
responds to an err0r in the estimation of the aero~ynamic center (tail 
off) of about 1.2 percent mean aerodynamic chord in the low- and 
medium-speed r~~e8. At speeds where Mach number effects become i mpor-
, tant, the conventional methods used for accounting for compressibility 
failed c,ompletely to fol:l.ow the variations in the actual tail loads . 
Thus, the rather rapid reduction of the experimental up-loads (corre-
sponding to maximum positive load fac tor) beyond an indic~ted speed of 
400 miles per hour and the sharp reversal toward increas i ng up-loads at 
an ind-icated speed of 440 miles per hour were not precllcted by the cal-
culated values. Similarly) the decrease i n the actual down-loads' 
(corresp'oncLing to maximum negative load factor) beyond an indicated 
speed of 360 miles per hour and the sharp drop toward larger negati ve 
loads at indicated speeds above 420 ,mile s per hour were not predicted. 
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These discrepar.cies arise from the fact that the tail--off instability 
[ ( dCMp/dCL ) a-t ] as well as the value of of the 
airplane were not predicted accurately at high Mach numbers. This is an 
important point since high-speed wir-t~l tests have generally shown 
that, at very high Hach numbers, C~ )" will rapidly ch~e in a 
o w 
positive (stalling) direction after having reached a minimum negative 
value. If, at the same time, the aerodynamic center of the airplane 
continues to move rapidly forward (or tail-off instability increased), 
then a critical loading condition on the horizontal tail is l ndicated. 
Figu,re , ·25 ,c9mpares the experimel1tal curve , of the aerodJ"namic center of 
the wing-fuselage-propeller £roup as a f~~ction of Mach number with the 
calculated curve. The experimental curve was derived from the curve of 
dCN/dCL as a fUl'\.ction of Hach number in figure 16. The calculated 
aerodJ'namic center at a gJven Mach number was determined from the index 
tail-off stab~lity of the airpl~ne r ( dCM / dCr ) ] which was L p"'" a-t 
determlned by computing the net destabilizi ng moment of the airplane 
minus tail by metho'da given in the appendix for two values of lift co-
efficient and assuming a linear variation of the moment coefficient with 
lift coefficient. It is interesting to compare the curves of tail-off 
aerodynami.c center wi th a sj.milar curve, also shown in figure 25, which 
is dependent on the shi ft in aerodynamic center on the wing only as the 
Mach number increases above 0.3. This effect was oomputed from wing 
pressure--distribution data presented in reference 2 for lift coefficients 
of 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5. A defi nite similarity in the shape of the experi-
mental curves is shown. 
A comparison of the calculated loads on one side of the tail with 
the exper imental left and right tail loads isshown in figure 26. The 
calculated loads (assuming symmetrical loading) were determined by di-
vi ding by 2 the total loads in figure 23. Because of the positive 
aSJ mmetry of the ac tual loads at all indicated speeds except between 330 
and 390 miles per hour at zero load factor, and because of the positive 
asymmetry of the tail-load gradient, the left tai l carried an increasir~ 
percentage of the total up--loads at high speeds and load factors ) and 
the right tai l carried a greater par.t of the total down-load at high 
speeds and zero or negative load factors. It follows that the computed 
loads for the left tail will ; i n general, be more unconservative than 
will those for the r ight tail. This is borne out by figure 26 whi ch 
sho'-ls that the calculated up-loads are conservati ve as compared vi th 
the actual right tail loads and unconservative as compared with the 
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, expe~imental left tan loads . A t zero art~ maxi.rrmDl ne ga ti ve load fac tors, 
the Galc'\.1J.~ted loads show good l;igreemen,t !·Ti th the experimental loads 
except at the higheBt speeds vThere they become unconservative . 
. Root Bending Moments 
·In order to shovT whether current d.esle,l1 specifications are conserv-
ati v-e in predlcting the distr:],bution of balancing loads over the 
·horizontal -tail surface, the reot. be.ndlng rr.oments ,,,erl:! determine d over 
the opeed l~ange or' the air:91ane .. and at th~ max'imulTl posi tivo load factors. 
:'Bending mome nts at taro and. negative . load factors were not cons:i..dered 
beoause tb f3y are not critical as, far as rnaxirlU11'f bending mmnents are con-
·cerned, .The 0):j)eriment8.1 bencl:ing mome11ts ,.,rcre obtaine d by combining the 
val1.ies of tail ·l oad-corJ:espond:ing to the naxlmum pooitive l oad factor 
in f igure ~6 ,vi th the data in fi{sl.U'E: 27 1Vhich shml the 'variation with M 
of /the lateral dlstance t o the center of pressure at the maximum posi-
tive load factor . Also shown in fi~ure 27 is the calculated l ocetion of 
the lateral distance to the centt)r of pressure obtained by de t ermining 
.. the c.entroid. oi' c:t.rea of one sicle of the tail. The ex erimental and 
calcul,ate·d bendinc -mcmont curvos are p;resented as figUre ?8. 
, . .' . . . 
. ':[,he e::(perimcnta1 cur.ves -reveal that .the cri t.ical bendin[; mOITK?nt on 
. the left and l'lr)1t tail w111 occur at the minimmn speed at which the 
desi~jl , l oat"l fac·t or can be obtained. At. higher syeeds the "bending . 
.inoments Q-cop ·off,. at fi rst. gradually, then more sharply as the 8~eed is 
increased beyond . the .point vThere cOPlpressibili ty caUStls the center of 
pressu.re to s!'. i:.:'t inboard.. Comparison of the calculated with the cxper-
iIl1:~lltal r 'ecul ts :::hows that the calculated bending moments · are unc on-
servative over most of the speed range much more for the ;Left tail than 
fo'r the r'ie:,ht. This follows because the calculated l oad.'" . are lIDcon -
ser·vative as compared with the eJcpe rimental resulta on the left tail) 
and t.ho calculated distance to. the Genter of pressure is, inuoard bf the 
experimental values on buth the left and the right tail. l\t high speeds, 
the calculated -bendJ.ng moruents tend toward conserva ti3m· mainly because 
the experiaental center of' :pressLJ.Te shifted inboard at high Mach num -
bers . 
AQymmetric Loads :· 
The eJCtJerimental . 8, ~rrr~)]etric loads derived ,from ·~he curves in fig-
ure 26 ; - correspondJng to ·the ·rr)aYimum pof:3Hive .load factors} are shown 
in fieure 29, Theso curve·::! "Tei~(( chosen beoause. the combination of left 
and right tail loads j~or these c·onditions resulted· in the maximum exper-
1mel~t.al asynmletric l oads . Tte c.alculated aOY'.illlJ1eti~ic loads. were obtained 
by methods .olJ.tl:Lnecl in current Al'lny specificatlon3 where lt is specified 
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that the load over one side of the tail is equal to the maximum load far 
that side obtained from ~y conditions, while the load on the other side 
is the load from the foregoing condj.tion multiplied by a factor 
1- (n/7.33) where n is the limit man~uvering load factor for which the 
airplane is designed. For the purposes of this report, n is defined 
as a value which is limited by the stall at low and medium speeds and by 
structural considerations at high speeds. 
Applying the methods given in the Army specifications "Ti th this 
interpretation resulted in the calculated curves shown in figure 29. A 
comparison of these curves with the experimental curves shows that the 
maximum calculated asymmetri c load occurs at the minimum speed at which 
the dasign load factor can be reached The calculated values are very 
conservative over most of the speed range becoming less conservative at 
the highest speeds, parti cular~' for the curve corrected for compressi-
bili ty. 
Torsi onal Moments 
In order to investigate the accuracy wJ, th whlch the present design 
speci:!' i cations predict torsional moments .. the calculated and the exper-
imental tors i onal moments were obtained for conditions giving the maxi-
mum experimental torsi onal moments at any speed, in this case the 
conditi on of maximum positive load factors. Since the torsional moment 
is defined as t he left tai l bending moment plus the right tail bending 
moment, it is evident that the experimental torsional moments can be 
derived from figure 28. The calculated torsional moments ,can be ob-
tained from the values e iven in flgure 29 and the calculated values of 
center of pressure gi ven i n figure 27 . The curves so obtained are shown , 
in f igure 30. Again it i s noted that the calculated values are conserv-
ative OVE';r t he enU.re speed raIlGe) the margin of conservatis:n becoming 
less at very h:cCh speecls, :pf.'_rticularly f or the curve corrected for com-
pressi bili t y . 
Chordwis8 and Spanwise Loading 
In order to permit comparison with corresponding experimental data, 
calculations have been made of chord,·lise and spanwise loadings at four 
values of lift coefficient and Mach number. One point was chosen at a 
high value of lift coef f i Cient and an intermediate Mach number to corre-
spond to one of the condi tions where critical loading of the tail in a 
posi tive direction was i ndicated. The other three pOints were taken at 
the higheet Iv!ach numbers (0.78 and above) and at lift coefficients cor-
respondi ng to the maximum) an intermediate, and the lm-rest acceleration 
reached at these speeds. Figure 31 compares the experimental ,-Ii th the 
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calculated loading over the tail. The calculated load was distributed 
over the horizontal tail according to the methods speci£ied in .current 
ArmY design requirements. 
Comparisons of the d:Lstributions in figure 31(80) shows that the 
calculated loading pred.icts the stabilizer leading-edge loads fairly 
well for the right but not for the left tail. The calculated elevator 
loads are of about the same magnitude as the experimental but they act 
in an opposite direction, since current design specifications do not 
requi re a considerati on of elevator angles in designing the tail for 
balancing loads. It is also to be noted that the calpulated spanwise 
loading undere stimates the actual bending moments that exibG on both 
the right and l ef t tail. (This has already been noted previously.) In 
figure 31(b) the calculated load is so small that the chordwise loads 
are hardly discernible, and the resultiI1.g unit span loads were too 
small to be plotted. From this figure it can be seen that the actual 
load, even at maximum acceleration r6ached at this speed, is much larg-
er, negatively, than that predicted. It can also be , seen that the " 
change in the direction of the experimental load acro,ss the span is not 
predicted. The ·predicti ng of this type of loadj ng is, of course, diffi-
cult if not impossible by rational methods at the present time; but the 
importance of th i s type of loading should not be overlooked, since pree-
ent desI gn specificati ons may predict fa i rly accurate;Ly the· t otal tail 
load at a Given condit ' on and st:Ul be cri tically unconserv.atiye in .. 
predi cting actual bendi ng mo~nts, . torsional moments" and chprdwise load 
distri but ione., . Fig\lres Jl(c) . and (d) also show· considerable disagreement 
between calculated and experimental lQadings. The very high experi-
mental negaU ve unit-span loads at the inboard stations· and the 
assoC:iated .hlGh down-·loads. a t the stabilizer leading edge are completely 
misrepresented by the calculated loading. It appears from these data, 
theref ore J that the use of current des j.gn requirement;3 might lead to 
larGe and perhaps criti cal errors in .des,:!.gniIlB the rib s , . skin, leading 
edge ) and spars· of the hori zontal tail. 
CONCLUSIONS 
From results of ·tests made on a :typical proJ>eller-drJven pursuit 
a i rplane up to a Mach number . of 0. 79 .and with the test center of grav-
ity located at 30.3 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord, and from a 
comparison of the calculated tail loading, using modified current Army 
specifications, with the experimenta·l . loading, the follOwing conclu-
sions may be dravn: · . 
1. Becaus.e of thee·ffects of compressibill·ty on the ·balancing tail 
loads at high Mach numbers, the design proce~ures which do not a&-
equately account for these effects may yield balancing loads which 
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unde'restimate ' the actual va.lues. For the test airplane, the compresei-
bilit~T increment increased the balancing down-load. at zero load factor 
by over , 150 percent at the highest test ,Mach number '. 
2 . Extreme up--loads on the hori zontal tail ma;y develop in aceel-:-
erated flight at medium and hi~1 speeds. 'In accelerated maneuvers · at 
high Mach numbers} the very rapid increase in tail-off ~nstabili ty such 
as exper~.enced by the test airplane} niay lead to up.=.loads in excess of 
that for which the tail is designed. 
3. Critical torsiortal moments on the rear fuselage secti ons and 
excessive tail bending moments may result because of the trend toward 
high asynunetric load1.ng· of the horizontal tail at high Mach numbe,rs. 
For the test airplane, the effects of compressib.i.li ty were to decrease , 
the left tail and to i ncrease the r j ght-tail bendi ng moments at the 
htgher Mach 'numbers,' At higher values .of lift coeffi cient (0.5 to 0.8) 
there was little movement of the lateral distance to the ·center of 
presoure on' the left 'or right tail up to a Mach number of o. ~{3., . Beyond 
that ,Mach · hUmbe~ at low lift coefficients (0 to 0.1) the ·center of 
pressure was ·inboard of the vplues at lower speeds particularly on the 
left tal.l. 
4. It appears that pres8ure-distrj,bution, m.easurements at four sta-
tions . (about ' equally spaced along the ta.il .spaI,l, two on each side of 
the horizontal tai l) would suffice to provide quantitative information 
applicable to the design of the whole hQrizontal-tail surface. ,On the 
test a i rplane, the ef fects of compressibi lity on total tail loads ,were 
shown qualita tively by results of nressure-distr:i.butlon measurements at 
each of the stations except that· oil' the left tail about 4 feet outboard. 
of the fuselage center line. 
S. The calculated compressibility increments used to correct the 
computed tai 1 loads for the test airplane at high speeds ,.ere small and, 
except for the critical down-load conditions} could be neglected. 
6. Because the varj.ations in the tail-off moment coefficient at 
zero lift and in airplane stability were not predicted accurately by 
modified' current 'methods ' at the higher Mach numbers, the computed ~ail 
loads, ; ''''hieh shmved Good agreement ,d th the experimental loads at .lower. 
speeds, failed to predi ct the changes in actual loading at the high~r . 
Mach numbers. 
7. The calculated root bendi ng moments were unconservative over 
most of the speed range as compared with the experimental values, except 
at the highe st speeds where the ac tual cent~r of pr€l ssure ,on .. the left 
and right tail moved :Lnboard of the :calculated value. 
1 
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8. The maximtun calculated asymmetrlcloads and fuselage torsional 
moments ,·rere conservative as compared ~Hi th the maximum experimental 
values. 
9. The spec i fied chordwise distri bution of the balancing tail loads 
over the hori zont al-tail surface vas consi derably in error under cer--: 
tai n concH ti ons because the actual .secti on angle of 'atta-ck (cont rary to 
whe.t was assumed) ,.an not constant across the tail span) 'and because the 
elevator angle was. not taken into account in distribuUng the chordwise . 
loads, 
Ames Aeronauti cal j:.aboratory, 
Na ti onal Advi sory ComIni ttee for Aeronau ti c s ) 
Moffett Field) Ca.tif. J August 28 J 1945. 
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APPENDIX 
Computation ' of Balancing Tail Loads 
WJth several modifications, the methodFJ outlined in current Army 
design specificatiens were used to determine the calculated tail loads 
over a range of speeds and lift coefficients. The methods used to cal-
culate balancing tail loads in this report differ from .those specified 
in the ~ requiremente in the following particulars: 
1. The tail-off moments of the airplane were determined by combin-
ing the moments of the component parts of the airplane fer incompress-
ihle and compreseible flow instead of from high-speed wind-tunnel tests 
as was specifled. The moments. likely to be changed considerably' by 
compressibility effects were corrected by the best available methods. 
2. In calculating balancing tail loads, the · destabilizing moment 
due to the normal force on the propeller was taken into account in addi-
tion to the wing, fuselage, and propeller thrust momenta specified in 
the current r.equiremen:t~. Tl+.is destabilizing moment due .to the propel-
ler was included because, in some cases, the computed moment was almost 
40 percent of the total destabilizing moment of the airplane. 
3. The ' variation of thrust with indicated airspeed' oorresponding 
to the experimental engine ' power setting of full throttle and 3000 rpm 
was used instead of the specified normal-rated-power setting of 39 
inches of mercury manifold pressure and 2600 rpm. 
The equation specified by the Army for computing balancing tail 
loads may be rewritten as follows when the foregoing changes are incor-
porated: 
{ CLx . . + .,CD.i/-' + .( ~~o ) w f · C~F + (TcPV2d2z' /~Swc) + C~p ] qs.,c 
Nt = ----------------------------------~,,----------------~--~---
The use of the above equation is illustrated in an example where the 
balancing tail load is determined at an indicated ,air-sreed of 463 miles 
per hour at 15,000 feet (0.785 Mach number) and at the design positive 
load factor (7 .33) of the airplane for both incompressi~le and com-
pressible flo",. The derivati_on of the . various quantities that are ·to 
be combined in the preceding equation may best be illustrated by the 
use of the follo"Ting table: 
-~----. -- --~-- -~---
~~l~ ~~l~.t '~: 0.-; i "t> l e Compressible 
Item ->,:,~,;:::;; I Source ---
~ Va.hle :':'0; ,~rc r:.ce Remarks Value reference Remarks __ _ 
CL 1 0.51 
CDw .024 
,', 
( CMpO ) w -.004 
:! ' 
~l:~/ClCL : 
, .JC 
.029 
: C~ _j .0106 
I 
. I 
ClC~ /ClCL I 
->'NFP I 
C~NFP 
.0483 
.011'7 
Tc . 004 
I 
I 
Mfr's d.e8j ~;:l 
criter :;'a 
5 -
6 
7 
CorresponCls to 
foregoing con-
eli ti ons anCl wing 
10aCling of 35.7 
C,')"l'AsponCls to 
3 ..l..1 c coeffi--
ci ent of 0.51 
CorresponCls to 
lift coeffi-
cient of 0. 51 
1- ---- - - - CorresponCls .to 
lift coeffi--
cient of ·0.51 
- - - - - - I Corres.ponCls. I.A.S . 
463 mph, prop. 
eff. 80 percent, 
bhp 1125 
0.51 
.106 
--.0073 
.029 
.0106 
.0483 
.0177 
- - - - - I Same as 
I incompressible 
UnpublisheCl I - -- - - - - - -
Clat a I 
Empirical I - - - - - - - -
formula I 
I 
! 
-- - '-' -- I Same as 
incompressible 
-- -- I Same as 
i incompressible 
- - - I Same as 
incompressible 
Same as 
incompressible 
~ 004 I '- -. - - - - I Same as 
i ncompressible 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
o 
f-' 
f-' 
+="' 
+="' 
r\) 
~ 
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Substituting the values for incompTessible flow from the preceding table 
into the equation gives 
Nt = [ (0.5i X 0.046 - 0.024 X 0.067 - 0.004) + 0.0106 
0·.004 x. 0.00149 X 5652 X 11.582 X 0.855 
517 X 213.2 X 6.72 
. l ~17x 213.2 x 6.72 
+ 0.0177 
J 15 
Nt = 2240 pounds as compared with the experimental load of 2300 pounds 
The computed load assuming compressible flow is changed by the 
amount that (C~ ) and CDw change from their low-speed values 
""0 w 
due to compressi·bili t y . Substituting the corrected values of CD 
w 
and into the above equation gives 
Nt = [ (0.51 X 0.046 - 0.106 X 0.067 - 0.0073) + 0.0106 
0.004 X 0.00149 X .5652 X 11.582 X 0.855 
517 X 213.2 X 6.72 
+ 0.0177 J 517 X 213.2 X 6.72 
15 
Nt = 1808 pounds as compared with the experimental load of 2300 pounds 
Ori-
fice 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
TABLE I.- ORDINATES AT PRESSURE ORIFICES ON HORIZONTAL TAIL OF TEST AIRPLANE 
[All values are in percent of Chord] 
Row A Row B Row C 
-
Upper surface Lover surface Upper surface Lover surface Upper surface 
Sta- Ord.1- Sta- 0rd1- Sta- 0rd1- Sta- 0rd1- Sta- 0rd1-
t10n nate tion nate tion nate tion nate tlon nate 
left side 
1.44 1.55 1.55 1.55 2.57 1.70 2.84 1.70 1.61 1.24 
10.15 3.51 9.37 3.51 10.43 3.23 9.88 3.27 7.30 2.43 
30.96 4.48 30.96 4.64 31.89 4.11 31.95 4.21 20.35 3.28 
47.10 4.13 46.44 4.23 42.61 2.95 42.66 3.91 31.06 3.35 
57.48 3.80 57.28 3.72 54.55 3.55 54.65 3.52 46.91 3.03 
62.54 1.80 62.54 1.86 59.77 1.52 59.88 1.86 57.29 2.19 
68.98 2.79 69.04 2.89 68.93 2.61 68.98 2.84 67.58 2.09 
82.64 1.65 82.68 1.75 80.68 1.66 80.84 1.73 83.73 1.17 
Right side 
1.34 1.45 1.51 1.45 2.02 1.59 2.40 1.70 1.96 1.49 
10.10 3.57 10.03 3.45 10.06 3.27 10.43 3.29 9.80 3.00 
30.90 4.55 30.86 4.47 31.75 4.20 31.86 4.08 35.56 3.66 
47.70 4.10 47.22 4.16 43.08 3.92 43.08 3.83 49.02 3.29 
57.70 3.70 57.54 3.74 54.33 3.63 54.42 3.51 60.13 2.75 
63.33 2.17 62.40 1.86 59.36 1.95 59.52 1.59 71.11 2.17 
68.67 2.77 68.60 2.92 68.89 2.74 69.14 2.72 84.97 1.20 
82.25 1.80 82.11 2.05 78.23 2.02 78.28 1.97 ----- ----
----- ---- ----- ---. 86.96 1.36 86.73 1.36 ----- ----
Row D 
Lower surface Upper surface Lower surface 
Sta- 0rd1- Sta-
tlon nate tlon 
1.24 1.14 2.08 
7.08 2.48 ~.O~ 
20.25 3.38 46.14 
33.79 3.45 57.56 
46.71 3.01 70.60 
57.44 2.36 79.80 
68.05 1.99 -----
83.73 .99 -----
2.43 1.49 1.98 
10.12 2.75 25.24 
36.08 3.29 45.37 
49.28 3.14 58.86 
60.42 2.14 71.54 
71.24 1.91 80.16 
84.97 1.18 -----
----- ---- -----
----- ---- -----
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0rd1- Sta- Ord.1-
nate tion nate 
1.40 2.21 1.43 
3.15 24.98 3.09 
2.93 46.34 2.93 
2.11 57.72 2.11 I 
1.95 70.99 1.95 • 
1.40 80.00 1.37 
---- ----- ----
---- ----- ----
1.50 2.02 1.24 
3.24 26.18 3.09 
2.93 45.85 3.06 
2.44 58.37 1.95 
2.11 70.93 1.95 
1.63 80.03 1.37 
---- ----- ----
---- ----- ----
---- ----- ----
---------
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Figure 2.- Top view of the test airplane as instrumented for 
flight tests. 
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Figur e 3.- Three-view drawing of the test airplane. 
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Figure 5. - Simplified pictorial cketch showing added reinforcements in tes t tail of test 
airplane. 
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Figure 6.- Continued. 
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Fl ~ure 6 .- Concl ucted . 
(a) Upper surface; Vi = O. 
(c) Upper surface; Vi = 250; M = 0.55; 
6e = 5.40 down, Az = 0.30. 
(b) Lower surface; Vi = O. 
(d) Lower surface; Vt = 250; M = 0.55; 
6e c 5.40 down; Az - 0.30. 
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Figure 7(a-h).- Photographs of elevator-fabric distortion on the top and bottom surfaces 
of the left elevator of the test airplane at several values of indicated 
airspeed. 
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(e) Upper surface; Vi C 350; M - 0.69; 
6 e C 5.70 down; Az = 1.1. 
(g) Upper surface; Vi = 454; M C 0.72; 
0e = 5.40 down, AZ = 6.0. 
(f) Lower surface; Vi = 350; M = 0.69; 
6 e = 5.70 down; AZ c 1.1. 
(h) Lower surface; Vi = 454; M = 0.72; 
6 e = 5.40 down; AZ = 6.0. 
Figure 7.- Concluded • 
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Figure 8 .- Engine speed, propeller-blade angle, and brake horsepower 
for the engine-throttled, propeller-in-Ligh-pitch power 
setting of the test airplane. 
Figure 9. - Engine speed, propeller-blade angle, and brake horsspower 
for a power setting of full throttle and 3000 rpm of the 
test airplane. 
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Figure 12.- Variation of the calculat ed value of critical Mach n~ber wi t h lift coefficient 
f or a symmetrical 9-percent -thick airfoil s ecti on. (Dat a taken fro~ ref er ence 3 ) • 
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accel eration factor ; pressure alt i tude 15000 fee t . Test a i rp l ane . 
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Figure 14.- Conclud ed. 
Figure 15(a-c).- Variation o f horizontal-tail l oads i~ ~teady unacceler~ted fli ght wi th preGs~re 
alt~tud e at several va lues of i nd ic at~d airs~ e~~ . Test airplane . 
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Figure 16.- Variation with Mach number of rate of change of tail 
normal-force coefficient with airplane lift coefficient . 
Test airplane. 
Figure 17.- Variation of tail-load gradient with Mach number. 
Test airplane. 
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Figure 19.- Variation of lateral distance to center of pressure on 
r1ght and left tail with Kach number. Test airplane. 
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Figure 20.- Variation of left and right tai l root bending moments 
and fuse lage tor sional moments with Mach number at an 
airplane li ft coeffici ent of 0 .10 . Test airolane. 
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Figure 22.- Oomparison of the average of the s ection characteristics 
with the total tail characteristics. Test airplane. 
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Fi gure 21. - Comparison of section characteristics with total tail characteri stics. Tes t airpl ane . 
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figure 23.- Comparison of calculated with experimental balancing tail loads at maximum ~ositive, 
zero and maximum negative load factors. Test air~lane. 
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Figure 24.- Variation of pitching moment at zero lift of airplane 
minus tail wit h Wach number. Test airplane. Figure 25.- Variation with Kach number of the aerodynamic cente~ of the wing and the wing-fusel age-propel ler group . 
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Figure 26," Comparison of the calculated left (or right) tallload~ with the experimental values 
at maximum positive, zero and maximum negative load factors, Test airplane. 
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Figure 27.- Variation of lateral distance to center of pressure 
at maximum positive load factor with Mach number. 
Test airplane. 
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Figure 28,- Comparison of the calculated with the experimental left and right tail bending momenta 
at maximum positive load factor. Test airplane, 
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Figure 29.- Oomparison of calculated with experimental asymmetric loads at maximum positive load 
f actor. Test airplane. 
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Figure 30, - Oomparison of;' calculat ed w1 th experimental torsional moments at maximum positive load 
factor. Test airplane. 
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Figure 31 .- Concluded. 
